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Data, data, data

I Saw lots of wonderful talks about exposing our students to adequately
messy data.

I I want to follow Chris Wild’s advice and

I “Populate the imagination with possibilities.”

I But, I also feel a bit over-whelmed.

I Especially, when Deb Nolan said it takes about ten articles to find one
with data that fits the bill.

I “Show me the data and the source code!”
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Source code and the stat ed community

I Why should we, the stat ed community, value open source code?

I Source code + Data = Reproducible workflow.

I “Train new analysts whose only workflow is a reproducible one.” –Mine
Cetinkaya-Rundel

I More people will use these great examples in their classes.
I Equalizes access, even to people outside our classrooms.
I If you share your code, others will make it better!
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Source code and the stat ed community

I But, sharing code takes time and effort that often doesn’t seem to help
one’s career.

I How do we show that we value this work?

I Share code and improve shared code.
I Educate our institutions about why it matters.
I Write about it in tenure, promotion, and award letters.
I Make it part of the culture by teaching our students to share their code.
I Give credit to those doing open-source work. To name a few. . .

I Chester Ismay and Albert Y. Kim’s “ModernDive”
I UC Berkeley’s Data 8 Course Materials
I David Diez, Christopher Barr, Mine Cetinkaya-Rundel’s “OpenIntro”
I (To come) Mine Cetinkaya-Rundel’s “Data Science gateway course in a

box”
I Jenny Bryan’s “Happy Git and GitHub for the useR”
I Anyone who posts code to github or their website
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Show me the data and the source code

I I call on all of us, myself included, to think about one set of materials
(data + code) you could share on github or your website.

I “A new paradigm in textbooks? Versions, not editions?” – Albert
Kim/Chester Ismay
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Where’s that hockey puck going?

I What will be the theme of USCOTS 2019?

I USCOTS 2019: Educating the next generation of statistical wind turbine
technicians

I USCOTS 2019: Understanding variability with #NotBogStandard
Deviations

I Where do YOU think the puck is heading?
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